This paper demonstrates how a recently reported shape-from-shading scheme can be used to extract topographic information from 2D intensity imagery. The shape-from-shading scheme has two n o vel ingredients. Firstly, it uses a geometric update procedure which allows the image irradiance equation to be satis ed as a hard-constraint. This not only improves the data-closeness of the recovered needle-map, but also removes the necessity for extensive parameter tuning. Secondly, we use curvature information to impose topographic constraints on the recovered needle-map. The topographic information is captured using the shape-index of Koenderink and VanDoorn 13 and consistency is imposed using a robust error function. We show that the new shape-from-shading scheme leads to a meaningful topographic labelling of 3D surface structures.
Introduction
Marr identi ed shape-from-shading SFS as providing one of the key routes to understanding 3D surface structure via the 2 1 2 D sketch. The process has been been an active area of research for over two decades. It is concerned with recovering 3D surfaceshape from shading patterns. The subject has been tackled in a variety o f w ays since the pioneering work of Horn and his co-worker's in the 1970's 7, 11 .
The classical approach to shape-from-shading is couched as an energy minimisation process using the apparatus of variational calculus 11, 8 . Here the aim is to iteratively recover a needle-map representing local surface orientation by minimising an error-functional. The functional contains a datacloseness term, and a regularizing term that controls the smoothness of the recovered needle-map. Since the recovery of the needle-map is under-constrained, the variational equations must be augmented with boundary constraints.
Despite considerable progress in the recovery of needle-maps using shape-from-shading 12, 1 7 , there are few examples of the use of the method for 3D surface analysis and recognition from 2D imagery 1 .. This is a disappointing omission since there is strong psychophysical evidence that shading information is an important shape cue 2, 14 . One of the reasons for this is the lack o f surface detail contained in the needle-map. This can be attributed to the fact that most shape from shading schemes over-smooth the recovered needle map.
We have recently embarked on a programme of work aimed at using shape-from-shading as a means of 3D surface analysis and recognition. The contributions to date have been two-fold. We h a ve commenced by bringing the apparatus of robust statistics to bear on the problem of needle map recovery 19, 21 . By using robust error kernels to model the smoothness of the needle map, we h a ve limited some of the problems of over smoothing of surface detail. Our second contribution has been to show h o w the extracted needle map information can be used for view-based object recognition 20 . Here shape-from-shading has been shown to deliver usable information for a simple histogrambased recognition scheme.
Encouraged by these rst results, we are currently investigating how more sophisticated surface representations can be elicited from 2D intensity imagery using shape-from-shading. In particular, we w ould like to capture the di erential or topographic structure of surfaces. Although this is a routine procedure in range imagery 4 , there has been little e ort directed at extracting topographic structure using shape-fromshading. One notable exception is the work of Lagarde and Ferrie 5 . Here the curvature consistency process of Sander and Zucker 18 is applied to the needle map as a post-processing step so as to improve the organisation of the eld of principal curvature directions. There is no attempt to exploit curvature consistency constraints in the recovery of needle maps via the image irradiance equation.
To meet the goal of recovering topographic information, we present a new shape-from-shading algorithm. The algorithm is based on a geometric interpretation of the ambiguity structure of the image irradiance equation in the under-constrained conditions that apply in shape-form-shading. . At each image location, the available intensity information together with the physics of the image irradiance equation mean that the recovered surface normal must fall on a cone of ambiguity. The axis of the cone points in the light source direction. We can impose organisation on neighbouring surface normals by allowing them to rotate on their respective cones of ambiguity s o a s t o satisfy consistency constraints. Here we impose the neighbourhood organisation constraints in such a w ay as to encourage curvature consistency. Our modelling of curvature consistency is based around Koenderink and Van Doorn's shape index 13 . This is a scaleinvariant measure which captures the di erent topographic classes using a continuous angular variable. Using the shape index allows surfaces to be segmented into meaningful topographic structures such as ridges or valleys, saddle points or lines, and, domes or cups. These structures can be further organised into simply connected elliptical or hyperbolic regions which are separated from one-another by parabolic lines. Our consistency model uses robust error kernels to model acceptable local variations in the shape-index. The model encourages parabolic structures i.e. ridges and ravines to be thin and contour-like. Hyperbolic and elliptical structures domes, cups etc. are encouraged to form contiguous regions.
Shape-from-Shading
Central to shape-from-shading is the idea that local regions in an image Ex; y correspond to illuminated patches of a piecewise continuous surface, zx; y. The measured brightness Ex; y will vary depending on the material properties of the surface whether matte or specular, the orientation of the surface at the coordinates x; y, and the direction of illumination. The re ectance map, Rp; q c haracterises these properties, and provides an explicit connection between the image and the surface orientation. The surface orientation is characterised by the components of the surface gradient in the x and y direction, i.e. p = @ z @ x and q = @ z @ y . The shape from shading problem is to recover the surface zx; y from the image Ex; y. As an intermediate step, we may attempt to recover a set of surface normals or needle-map, describing the orientations of surface patches which locally approximate zx; y.
To simplify the problem, most research has concentrated on recovering ideal Lambertian surfaces illuminated by a single point source located at in nity 3 . A Lambertian surface has a matte appearance and reects incident light uniformly in all directions. Hence, the light re ected by a surface patch in the direction of the viewer is simply proportional to the orientation of the patch relative t o t h e light source direction. If n = ,p; ,q;1 T is the local unit surface normal, and s = ,p l ; ,q l ; 1 T the global light source direction, then the re ectance function is given by Rp; q = ns.
The image irradiance equation states that the measured brightness of the image is proportional to the radiance at the corresponding point on the surface, which is Rp; q. Normalising both image intensity and re ectance map, the constant of proportionality becomes unity, and the image irradiance equation is simply Ex; y = Rp; q 1 This equation succinctly describes the mapping between the x; y co-ordinate space of the image and the the p; q gradient-space of the surface, but provides insu cient constraints for the unique recovery of the needle-map. Additional constraints, based on assumptions about the structure of the recovered surface, must be utilised. Invariably, it is smoothness of the needle-map that is assumed. Hence, the goal is to recover the smoothest surface satisfying the image irradiance equation. This is posed as a variational problem in which a global error-functional is minimized through the iterative adjustment of the needle map is the spacing of pixel-sites on the lattice and is a Lagrange multiplier. At rst-sight, it appears necessary to solve for the Lagrangian multiplier, i;j on a pixel-by-pixel basis. However, it is important to note that i;j only enters the update equation as a multiplying factor which does not e ect the direction of update, so we can replace this factor by a normalization step. Finally, we comment on the geometry of the Horn and Brooks needle-map update equation. It is clear that there are two distinct components. The rst of these is in the direction of the average neighbourhood normal n k i;j . This component has a local smoothing e ect. The second component is in the direction of the light-source direction s. This can be viewed as responding to the physics of the image irradiance equation and has step-size proportional to E i;j ,n k i;j s. The relative step-sizes are controlled by the Lagrange multiplier. The principal criticism of the Horn and Brooks algorithm and similar approaches, is the tendency to over-smooth the recovered needle-map. Speci cally, the smoothness term dominates the data term. Since the smoothness constraint is formulated in terms of the directional derivatives of the needle-map, it is trivially minimised by a at surface. Thus, the con ict between the data and the model leads to a strongly smoothed needle-map and the loss of ne-detail. The problem is exacerbated by the need to select a conservative v alue for the Lagrange multiplier in order to ensure numerical stability 9 .
Horn 9 attempts to reduce the model dominance problem by annealing the Lagrange multiplier to reduce the in uence of the smoothness constraint a s a nal solution is approached. Meanwhile, we h a ve used the apparatus of robust statistics to moderate the penalization of discontinuities 19 .
A Novel Framework for SFS
The idea underpinning our new framework for shape-from-shading is to guarantee data-closeness by treating the IIR as a hard constraint 21 . In other words we aim to recover a valid needle-map which satis es the IIR at every iteration. Subject to this datacloseness constraint, the task of shape-from-shading becomes that of iteratively improving the needle-map estimate. Here, we do this using curvature consistency constraints.
Our approach is a geometric one. We view the IIR as de ning a cone of ambiguity about the light source direction for each surface normal. The individual surface normals which constitute the needle-map can only assume directions the fall on this cone. At each iteration the updated normal is free to move a way from the cone under the action of the local consistency constraints. However, it is subsequently mapped back o n to the closest normal residing on the cone. By applying this constraint, we gain dual advantages in terms of both numerical stability and obviating the need for a Lagrange multiplier. More importantly, the needle-map evolves via a series of intermediate states which are each solutions of the IIR.
Hard Constraints
The new framework requires us to minimize the constraint functional The function nx; y;Nx;y is a localized function of the current surface normal estimates. The size of the neighbourhood may b e v aried according to the nature of . Clearly, it is possible to incorporate the hard data-closeness constraint directly into , but this needlessly complicates the mathematics. Instead, we choose to impose the constraint after each iteration by mapping the updated normals back to the most similar normal lying on the cone. The resulting update equation for the surface normals can be written as n k+1 i;j = n k i;j 7 wheren k i;j is the surface normal that minimises the constraint functional I C . The hard image irradiance constraint is imposed by the rotation matrix which maps the updated normal to the closest normal lying on the cone of ambiguity. Another way t o l o o k a t this is that we allow the smoothness constraint to select the direction of the normal estimate in the image plane only, whilst xing the angle between the normal estimate and the light source direction.
To a c hieve the rotation, we de ne an axis perpendicular to the intermediate update normal, 
Initialization
The new framework requires an initialization which ensures that the image irradiance equation is satised. This di ers from the Horn and Brooks algorithm, which is usually initialized by estimating the occluding boundary normals, with all other normals set to point in the light source direction.
To satisfy the image irradiance equation, we m ust choose a normal direction from the in nite possibilities de ned by the cone of ambiguity.
We choose to initialize each normal such that its projection onto the image plane lies in the opposite direction to the image gradient direction, as shown in Figure 1 . This results in an initialization with an implicit bias towards convex rather than concave surfaces. In other words, bright regions are assumed to correspond to peaks, and the image gradient direction points towards these peaks. 
Needle Map Smoothness
Before we describe our modelling of curvature consistency, we pause to consider how needle-map smoothness can be incorporated into our new framework for shape-from-shading. In a recent paper 19 , we showed how needle-map smoothness could be modelled using robust error kernels. Here the adopted framework was based on a regularised energy-function similar to that underpinning the Horn and Brooks algorithm. However, rather than using a quadratic smoothness prior, we used a continuous variant o f t h e Huber robust error kernel. In this section we show how this smoothness model can be used in conjunction with our geometric needle-map update process In essence, we consider that the recovered surface should be smooth, except where there is a high probability that a discontinuity is present, in which case the smoothing is reduced.
We de ne the robust regularizer constraint function as In 19 we experimented with several robust error kernels, including Li's Adaptive Potential Functions 15 , and the Tukey 6 and Huber 10 estimators. However, the sigmoidal-derivative M-estimator, a continuous version of Huber's estimator, proved to possess the best properties for handling surface discontinuities, and is de ned to be = log cosh
13
The robust regularizer approach provides significantly improved results over the simple Horn and Brooks smoothness constraint, but at the expense of introducing the parameter, .
Curvature Consistency
Needle-map smoothness appears to be an overstrong and inappropriate constraint for shape from shading. This is primarily because real surfaces are more likely to be piecewise smooth; in other words, formed of smooth regions separated by sharp discontinuities in depth or orientation. The over-smoothing problem is exacerbated by the di culty of formulating the continuous concept of smoothness on a discrete pixel lattice, as clearly illustrated by the fact that the Horn and Brooks smoothness constraint is trivially minimized by a needle-map corresponding to a planar surface.
Here we take a di erent tack by using curvature consistency. Although the curvature classes either side of a depth discontinuity m a y be completely unrelated, this is not the case for an orientation discontinuity. Orientation discontinuities usually correspond to ruts or ridges. Furthermore, the curvature classes for locations either side of a rut or a ridge should be the most similar classes, either trough or saddle rut for a rut, or dome or saddle ridge for a ridge. This property o f smooth variation in class suggests that curvature consistency may be a more appropriate constraint for SFS than smoothness, which strongly penalises legitimate orientation discontinuities.
The use of a curvature consistency measure was introduced to SFS by F errie and Lagarde 5 . They use global consistency of principal curvatures 18 to re ne the surface estimate returned by local shading analysis. Curvature consistency is formulated in terms of rotating the local Darboux frame to ensure that the principal curvature directions are locally consistent.
An alternative method of representing curvature information is to use H , K labels, but these require us to set 4 thresholds to de ne the classes in terms of the mean and Gaussian curvatures. However, we propose to use curvature consistency based upon the shape index of Koenderink and van Doorn 13 . This is a continuous measure which encodes the same curvature class information as H ,K labels in an angular representation, and has the further advantage of not requiring any thresholds.
The Shape Index
We reformulate the de nition of the shape index in terms of the needle-map. This allows us to use the needle-map directly, rather than needing to reconstruct the surface.
The di erential structure of a surface is captured by the Hessian matrix The shape index values are encoded as a continuous range of grey-level values between 1 and 255, with grey-level 0 being reserved for background and at regions for which the shape index is unde ned. Table 1 shows the relationship between the shapeindex and the mean and Gaussian curvature classes. It is important to stress that there adjacency constraints applying to the topographic classes In particular, the the cup C and dome D surface types may not appear adjacent to each other on a surface. Moreover, elliptic regions on the surface those for which K is positive must be separated from hyperbolic regions those for which K is negative by a parabolic line where K=0. Parabolic lines are e ectively zero crossings of the mean or Gaussian curvatures. In other words, domes and cups are enclosed by ridge or valleylines. Moreover, domes or cups can not be adjacent t o saddle-structures.
Class
Sym 
Adaptive Robust Regularizer Using Curvature Consistency
As stated above, since the shape index is an angular, physical measure, we expect it to vary gradually over a smooth surface. For instance, with reference to Figure 2 , we would not expect the shape index at adjacent pixels to di er by more than one curvature class unless they lie on opposite sides of a surface discontinuity. Since the over-smoothing e ect of the quadratic smoothness constraint stems directly from the indiscriminate averaging of normals lying across a discontinuity, w e a n ticipate that weighting according to curvature consistency will reduce the problem in a physically-principled manner.
To meet these goals we use curvature consistency to control the robust weighting kernel applied to the variation in the needle-map direction. The idea is a simple one. We use the variance of the shape-index in the neighbourhood N to control the width of the robust error-kernel applied to the directional derivatives of the needle map. The kernel width determines the level of smoothing applied to the surface normals in the neighbourhood. If the variance of the shape index is large i.e. the neighbourhood contains a lot of topographic structure, then we c hoose a small kernel width. This limits the local smoothing and allows signi cant local variation in the local needle-map direction. From a topographic viewpoint, we can see the rationale for this choice by considering the behaviour of the needle-map and the shape-index at ridges and ravines. For such features, the direction of the needlemap changes rapidly in a particular direction. These two structures are parabolic lines which i n tercede between elliptic and hyperbolic regions. As a result there is a rapid local variation in shape index. Turning our attention to the case where the shape-index variance is small, then the kernel width is large. This is the case when we are situated in a hyperbolic or elliptic region. Here the shape-index is locally uniform and the needle-map direction varies slowly.
Once again, we use the robust error-kernel to model needle-map smoothness. As a result, we h a ve n; N = summarise, if the shape index varies signi cantly over the neighbourhood, a small value of results, and the robust regularizer saturates to produce a heavy smoothing e ect. In contrast, when the shape index values are already similar, the kernel is widened so that little smoothing occurs. When this model is used, the needle-map update equation is identical to that of Equation 11 . However, now the error kernels adapt locally in line with the shape-index variance.
Experiments
In this section we provide some experimental evaluation of the new shape-from-shading technique. The evaluation focuses on the quality of the shape-index information extracted from the intensity images used in our experiments. The images used in our study are taken from the Columbia University COIL database. We furnish some comparison between the use of curvature consistency constraints and the simple needle-map smoothness constraint.
We commence in Figure 3 by showing a sequence which shows the shape index evolving with iteration number. In each case, the left-hand column shows the results obtained using the curvature consistency constraint developed in the paper, whilst the righthand column shows the results of using a quadratic smoothness constraint within the same framework.
Using the curvature consistency scheme, the elliptic and hyperbolic region classes become more connected while the parabolic lines i.e. ridges and ravines become thinner and more continuous. In contrast, using the smoothness constraint leads to loss of the ridge and ravine structure. The regions are noisy and exhibit poor connectivity.
The nal shape-index images contain some features which merit special mention. In particular the ravines de ning the boundaries of the wing of the duck are well segmented. In addition, the slot in the top of the piggy-bank is correctly identi ed as ravine. Figure 4 demonstrates that the curvature classes recovered using shape-from-shading are stable to viewpoint c hanges. Here we show six views of a toy-duck. Notice how the valley lines around the beak and the wing are well recovered at each viewing angle. Also notice how the shape of the addle structure below the wing is maintained.
Next, we show class probabilities for the di erent topographic structures. These are computed as follows. Suppose that ! is the mean value of the shapeindex for the topographic class labelled !. The probability of that the shape index belongs to this cur- Figure 5 shows the probabilities for the dome and rut classes for one of the toy-duck views from the COIL data-base. Notice how the dome label is most prominent on the chest and head. The rut class is most prominent around the cusps of the neck and the wing.
Finally, w e provide some comparison of the schemes using a simple synthetic image. The object used in this study is a sphere which has ridges and ruts embedded in its surface. The ideal shape index histogram for the object would consist of three peaks at shape index values of -0.5 rut, +0.5 ridge and 1.0 dome. Figure  8 shows the shape index histograms recovered using curvature consistency left and needle-map smoothness right. The main feature to note from the two histograms is that in the case of curvature consistency the peaks are signi cantly narrower. This means that the measurement errors in the shape index are smaller.
Conclusions
This paper has shown how a new shape-fromshading algorithm can be used to extract information concerning 3D surface topography from 2D intensity images. The method uses the Koenderink and Van Doorn shape-index to measure curvature consistency. The variance of the shape-index is used to control the width of a robust error kernel which models needlemap smoothness errors. In this way w e ensure that the local smoothness of the needle-map responds to the variability o f t h e local surface topography. We illustrate the comparative advantages of the new method on real-world imagery from the COIL object database. Here it proves to be reliable in delivering both smooth elliptic and hyperbolic regions together with thin and continuous parabolic lines. 
